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Abstract: Currently, cloud storage servers are controlled by a third-party administrator. This semi-
trusted approach gives rise to security concerns. Therefore, in cloud computing, some protocols
use a key manager to encrypt the user’s private data before uploading the data to the cloud.
However, the security concerns that arise from the use of a key manager are not yet solved. In this
respect, in this paper, a provably secure user cloud data access control protocol (DAC) is proposed
based on existing cloud storage. Empirical tests confirm that the proposed approach is highly
secure against adaptive selective ciphertext attacks and has excellent resistance to message attacks.
A comprehensive performance evaluation, including time measurements, is conducted and the
protocol is compared to other protocols, revealing the efficient file upload and download processes
of the proposed approach. The results demonstrate the protocol’s strong security, practicality, and
operational efficiency.

Keywords: cloud computing; access control; DAC

1. Introduction

Cloud computing is a new service model that has arisen in recent years and become
the focus of industry, academia, and government. Cloud computing brings together various
computing infrastructures to form super-large-scale shared virtual resources and provides
services to users via a network. This computing infrastructure can provide software
services, hardware services, data storage services [1,2], etc. Users can store their massive
data in the cloud, and cloud computing can provide effective services according to the
needs of users [3]. Cloud storage has garnered widespread attention and support due to
its cost-effectiveness and scalability; however, it is not without its challenges, notably in
the domains of security, performance, and overall quality [4–9]. There is often a need to
outsource some confidential data [10], for which privacy is the key concern [11,12]. For
financial reasons, some cloud disk service providers may view or even disclose users’ cloud
disk data. The question of how to solve this security problem has become the research
subject of many scholars.

For users, a cloud storage server is semi-trusted and, recently, a semi-trusted third
party (key manager) and a new secure cloud storage protocol, File Assured Deletion (FADE),
were proposed to deal with this problem [13]. One strategic approach to mitigate the secu-
rity vulnerabilities inherent in cloud storage involves encrypting data prior to their upload,
thereby increasing the protection against potential threats posed by the storage environ-
ment.The energy consumption, CPU utilization, and resource utilization of such encryption
schemes have greatly decreased since Khan proposed the incremental version of proxy
re-encryption scheme. To ensure data transmission, a robust multifactor authenticated
key agreement scheme was proposed [14]. Formal and informal security analysis of this
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approach confirms its ability to withstand known adversarial attacks, providing security
and privacy for legitimate users. Seo et al. introduced a mediated certificateless public key
encryption (mCL-PKE) scheme that circumvents the use of pairing operations [15]. This
innovative scheme was subsequently implemented to devise a pragmatic resolution for the
secure sharing of sensitive information within public cloud environments. Notably, this
approach leverages the cloud infrastructure both as a secure storage repository and as a
central hub for key generation.

Given the susceptibility of the FADE protocol to potential man-in-the-middle attacks,
a Cloud Environment Data Security System (DaSCE) has been posited. This innovative
system incorporates enhancements such as key exchange and digital signatures [16]. A
protocol for a data security system situated within a cloud environment and reliant on a
semi-trusted third party has also been introduced [17]. The protocol includes key manage-
ment and access control, as well as file confirmation and deletion functions, employing the
Shamir threshold secret sharing algorithm for key management.The latest works related to
cloud data access protocols are listed and compared in Table 1.

Table 1. Cloud Data Access Protocols.

Protocol Pros and Cons Year Ref.

Secret Sharing Group
Key Management
Protocol

Pros: The protocol reduces
the potential security and
privacy hazards associated
with data.
Cons: The group key management
protocol may need enhancements
to address forward and backward
security issues.

2019 [18]

Certificateless
Multi-Copy-Multi-Cloud
Protocol

Pros: The protocol avoids the
vulnerabilities of the certificateless approach.
Cons: Insufficient attention has
been given to the vulnerabilities
inherent in this technology.

2020 [19]

Secure Access
Control Protocol

Pros: The proposed protocol can
protect fog nodes from outside
attacks and inside attacks.
Cons: The design process is quite
complex.

2021 [20]

Blockchain-Assisted
Security Protocol

Pros: This protocol shows efficient
and enhanced security against various
attacks.
Cons: This protocol does not involve
other environments.

2023 [21]

The key generation center is acknowledged as semi-trusted in two studies [16,17],
but the security risks that it poses have not been fully mitigated. The key generation
center has the ability to decrypt user data. Additionally, the authors of these studies
have outlined the upload and download processes that data owners perform, revealing a
deficiency in proper access control measures to control data access by consumers during
file downloads. In recent years, many studies have focused on the challenges of cloud
computing security. This article discusses in detail the challenges and issues of cloud
computing security. Table 2 lists previous research articles that have emphasized the
difficulties of cloud computing security.
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Table 2. Objectives and Pros and Cons.

Objectives Pros and Cons Year Ref.

Cloud Security

Pros: This article focuses on
ensuring the security of cloud
data.
Cons: Insufficient attention has
been given to the vulnerabilities
inherent in this technology.

2023 [22]

Cloud Computing
Security

Pros: This article focuses on
improving cloud security by encrypting
cloud data in cloud workers.
Cons: Larger datasets are not discussed.

2023 [23]

Cloud Computing

Pros: This article provides a general
overview of cloud computing.
Cons: Weakness of resolving data
breach issues.

2023 [24]

Cloud Data and
Cloud Security

Pros: This article provides efficient
secure communication.
Cons: Weaknesses of this technology are
not discussed.

2023 [25]

The introduction of a comprehensive secure cloud data sharing (SeDaSC) methodology
was discussed in the academic work outlined in [26]. The research provides an algorithm
for data owners to upload files and an access control algorithm for data consumers to
download files securely.

However, regarding the encryption server as a trusted first party is too idealistic and
not practical for users’ private data, based on the existing cloud storage applications [27].

Our major contributions, as reported in this paper, are as follows.

1. A provably secure user cloud data access control (DAC) protocol has been proposed.
Unlike other protocols, a third-party semi-trusted key generation center (which can
be provided by network operators such as China Telecom, China Unicom, and China
Mobile) is introduced to encrypt and upload data, eliminating the security threat
of the key generation center. It also implements a series of complete access control
functions, such as user file encryption uploads, friend download requests, and user
authorization friend downloads.

2. An extensive analysis is conducted on the DAC protocol, proving that under the
Larger Integer Factorization (IF) assumption, the file encryption algorithm of the
protocol is indistinguishable under an adaptive Chosen Ciphertext Attack (IND-CCA).
Under the condition of being a Gap Diffie–Hellman (GDH) group, we prove that the
signature (i.e., authorization) in the protocol is Existential Unforgeability Against
Adaptive Chosen Message Attacks (EUF-CMA) secure.

3. We conduct simulations to assess the performance of the DAC protocol, meticulously
measuring the time allocated for diverse operations, and, subsequently, we juxtapose
these results with those of alternative protocols proposed in the field. The simulation
outcomes and comparative analysis affirm the effectiveness and practicality of the
DAC protocol.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some
knowledge that needs to be used and provides a security model and proof of security. In
Section 3, the details of the proposed DAC method are introduced. Section 4 demonstrates
the security of the DAC protocol. The simulation and comparison results are presented in
Section 5, and Section 6 summarizes this paper.
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2. Preknowledge
2.1. Bilinear Pairing

Consider G1 as a cyclic additive group generated by P, where the order of P is a prime
number q. Similarly, define a cyclic multiplicative group G2 with the same order q. Define
the map e: G1 × G2 → G2 with the following properties:

Bilinearity: e(aP, bQ) = e(P, Q)ab for all P, Q ∈ G1, a, b ∈ Zq.
Non-degeneracy: There exists P, Q ∈ G1, such that e(P, Q) 6= 1 . In other words, the

map does not send all pairs in G1 × G2 to the identity in G2.
Computability: An algorithm exists that efficiently computes e(P, Q) for all combina-

tions of P, Q ∈ G1.

1. The Decisional Diffie–Hellman Problem (DDH): Given (P, aP, bq), compute abP.
2. The Decisional Diffie–Hellman Problem (DDH): Given (P, aP, bq, cP), compute c. If

c = ab(modq), (P, aP, bq, cP) is called a valid Diffie–Hellman tuple.

Definition 1. The advantage of an algorithm A in solving the CDH in G is the probability

Pr{A(P, aP, bq)} = abP : a, b← Zq.

We define a group G as a GDH group [28] if the DDH problem is polynomial-time
solvable, yet there exists no probabilistic algorithm capable of solving the CDH problem
with a non-negligible advantage within polynomial time.

2.2. System Model

As shown in Figure 1, the DAC model uses one tuple that consists of four components
< Us, KGC, Cloud, Fr > to represent the following.

1. Us represents the user (data owner), which encrypts its data files through the key
generation center and stores them in the cloud.

2. KGC represents the key generation center, which generates partial keys and provides
users with partial encryption and decryption services. The function is similar to the
key manager or encryption server in the aforementioned literature, but the method
used is different.

3. The cloud stores encrypted files and related data.
4. Fr represents the friend (data consumer), who needs the user’s cloud data to apply

for file download authorization from the user.

Figure 1. DAC model.
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2.3. Security Model

The DAC system in this article will face three types of intruder attacks, which are
abbreviated as A1, A2, and A3.

A1: Such adversaries have some keys to assist users in encrypting and decrypting
data files, but they may still attack the communication between other entities in the system
and intercept and try to decrypt user data files; A1 is an intruder with semi-credible
KGC capabilities.

A2: This type of intruder stores the user’s encrypted data files, but may still attack the
communication between other entities in the system and try to decrypt the stored user data
files; A2 is an intruder who masters semi-trusted cloud resources.

A3: This type of intruder sends a file download authorization request to the user, but
it may still forge the user’s file authorization and download and decrypt the user data file
without the user’s consent; A3 intruder is a semi-credible Fr.

The following defines the IND-CCA security of the encryption algorithm in the proto-
col through the interactive game between the intruder A1, A2 and the challenger.

1. Initialization. The challenger constructs the DAC system, after which the intruder A1
acquires the public key of DAC.

2. Enquiry. Intruder A1 submits a decryption query to the challenger, who, upon
decryption, furnishes the resulting plaintext to intrude A1.

3. Challenge. Intruder A1 generates two messages of equal length, denoted as F0, F1,
and subsequently receives the ciphertext Fβ from the challenger, where β is a random
value between 0 and 1.

4. Guess. The intruder outputs β1 and decides whether β1 = β; if so, intruder A1’s
attack is successful.

Definition 2. Should intruder A, operating within polynomial time constraints, successfully
breach the aforementioned security model with a negligible advantage denoted as Adv = |Pr{β1 =
β} − 1

2 |, it follows that the protocol described in this paper achieves IND-CCA.

Through the interactive game between intruder A3 and the challenger, the digital
signature (authorization) in the protocol is defined to have existential unforgeability against
chosen message attacks.

1. The challenger runs in the system to obtain the public and private keys and selects a
random function H(·). Intruder A3 obtains the public key.

2. Intruder A3 can ask the challenger for H(·) and authorization for a message.
3. A3 outputs a message and its signature, where A3 has not requested the signature

of the message from the challenger. If the signature (authorization) is verified, the
intruder’s attack is successful.

Definition 3. In the event that an intruder A3, operating within polynomial time constraints,
successfully breaches the security model outlined above with a negligible advantage denoted as
Adv = |Pr{Exp = 1}|, it is asserted that the protocol described in this paper is EUF-CMA.

3. Data Access Control Protocol

DAC has introduced the key generation center (KGC), which allows users to encrypt
files and upload them to the cloud. This prevents the cloud leakage of user data and is
more secure than regular cloud disk applications. At the same time, the KGC helps users to
encrypt and decrypt their data, sharing users’ computational pressure [29].

In practical applications, a KGC can be provided by network operators (such as
China Telecom, China Unicom, China Mobile, etc.), which are regarded as trusted in
the literature [16], but network operators will also decrypt and disclose user data for
commercial purposes, so it is more practical to treat the KGC as semi-trusted. The relevant
symbols used in this section are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Symbols and their meanings.

Symbol Meaning

Fi Data file
Pi Policy file

(ei, ni) KGC generated public key
(di, ni) KGC generated private key
{·}KEY Encryption with symmetric key
(pk, sk) Public private key pair of Us
sigKGC Authorization generated by Us for Fr using KGC decryption

sigcl Authorization of download of cloud data generated by Us for Fr
(PK, SK) Public private key pair of Fr

U-key Universal serial bus key

3.1. User File Upload Stage

Upon the user’s submission of a policy file Pi to the KGC, a request is made for
the generation of a public–private key pair. Subsequently, the KGC generates a key pair
(ei, di ≡ e−1

i modϕ(ni)) specifically linked to the provided policy Pi and dispatches the
public key (ei, ni) to the user. In the following, for the sake of simplicity, “modn” by formula
λ = gβmodn is omitted. The user encrypts file Fi with si to generate {Fi}si and generates a
random blinding factor ri, calculates rei

i , and multiplies it by sei
i to obtain (siri)

ei . After this,
the user uploads Pi,(siri)

ei ,(Fi)si to the cloud. Ultimately, the user purges all locally stored
keys and files, retaining solely the pertinent policy file Pi and blinding factor Ri within their
personal U-key [30].

3.2. Friend Download File Stage

G is a GDH group, and H : (0, 1)∗ → G is universal hashing. Us randomly selects sk
as its private key in Zq. Us computes pk = gsk as its public key. Below is the algorithm for
friends to download user files.

1. As shown in Figure 2, PK, SK PK = gSK, Fr randomly selects RKGC, Rcl and then
sends a file download request to Us. Fr→ Us : request(PK, RKGC, Rcl, Pi).

2. After receiving Fr’s request, Us will refuse if he does not agree with it; if he agrees to
download the file, Us will randomly select xKGC, xcl and calculate

yKGC = gxKGC , ycl = gxcl , (1)

sigKGC = H(RKGC)
sk+xKGC , (2)

sigcl = H(Rcl)
sk+xcl . (3)

Then,

Us→ KGC : yKGC, RKGC, pk, H(·), (4)

Us→ Fr : sigKGC, sigcl , EPK(ri), (5)

Fr : DSK(EPK(ri)) = ri, (6)

where EPK(·) and DPK(·) are IND-CCA secure public key cryptography algorithms.
3. Fr sends a download request to the cloud. Fr→ Cloud : request(sigcl , Pi).
4. The cloud determines whether (g, H(Rcl), ycl pk, sigcl) is a DH valid Diffie–Hellman

tuple. If not, the request is rejected. If the authorization verification is passed, then
Cloud→ Fr : Pi, (siri)

ei , (Fi)si .
5. Fr sends a decryption request to the KGC. Fr→ KGC : request(sigKGC, Pi, (siri)

ei ).
6. KGC determines whether (g, H(RKGC), yKGC pk, sigKGC) is a DH valid Diffie–

Hellman tuple.
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Figure 2. DAC protocol architecture.

If not, the request is rejected. If the authorization verification is passed, the KGC will
decrypt (siri)

ei with private key di, and the KGC returns siri to Fr. Fr uses ri to decompose
si, and finally

{
{Fi}si

}
si
= Fi.

4. Protocol Analysis
4.1. Correctness Analysis

The cloud based on ycl , Rcl , pk, H(·) from Us and sigKGC from Fr is calculated as

(g, H(Rcl), ycl pk, sigcl)

= (g, H(Rcl), gxcl gsk, H(Rcl)
sk+xcl )

= (g, H(Rcl), gsk+xcl , H(Rcl)
sk+xcl ).

(7)

Thus, (g, H(Rcl), ycl pk, sigcl) is a DH valid Diffie–Hellman tuple. Authorization sigcl
is true.

The KGC based on ycl , Rcl , pk, H(·) from Us and sigKGC from Fr is calculated as

(g, H(RKGC), yKGC pk, sigKGC)

= (g, H(RKGC), gxKGC gsk, H(RKGC)
sk+xKGC)

= (g, H(RKGC), gsk+xKGC , H(RKGC)
sk+xKGC),

(8)

Thus, (g, H(RKGC), yKGC pk, sigKGC) is a DH valid Diffie–Hellman tuple. Authorization
sigKGC is true.

4.2. Safety Certification

Theorem 1. Under the condition of the IF assumption, the file encryption algorithm of this protocol
is IND-CCA secure against A1 intruder attacks.

Proof. The intruder, the semi-trusted KGC, may intercept Pi, (siri)
ei , {Fi}si

by compromis-
ing the communication channel between Fr and the cloud through various attack methods
and try to decrypt the user file Fi. It may also intercept EPK(ri) by attacking the communi-
cation between Fr and Us and try to decrypt it to obtain the user’s blinding factor ri. The
following illustrates the two possible cases, respectively.
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Case 1: A1 attacks the communication between Fr and the cloud.
Using the counter-evidence method, suppose that an IND-CCA intruder A1 (KGC)

breaks the encryption algorithm in the DAC protocol with non-negligible advantage ε. Then,
there must be a simulator B1 to solve the IF problem with non-negligible advantage 2ε.

Let C = (C1, C2) =
(
(siri)

ei , {Fi}si

)
, and the IND-CCA game of DAC is as follows.

ExpIND−CCA
UCDAC,A1

GenUCDAC → ni, ei, di, si, ri,

A1 → (Fi0, Fi1),

β← {0, 1}, C∗ = ((siri)
ei , {Fiβ}si ),

β1 ← A1(ni, ei, di, C∗),

where (ni, ei, di) is a known variable, while (si, ri) remains unknown. If β1 = β, 1 is
returned; otherwise, 0 is returned. The intruder cannot decrypt the target ciphertext C∗.
The advantage of intruder A1 is defined as

AdνIND−CCA
UCDAC,A1

= Pr{[ExpIND−CCA
UCDAC,A1

] = 1)} = ε + 1/2.

Simulator B1, equipped with the knowledge of (ni, ei, di, Ĉ1), employs A1 (attack DAC)
as a subroutine to execute the following process with the objective of determining the
decomposition factor r̂i (or ŝi) of (Ĉ1)

di mod ni [31].

1. Randomly select a number ŝi as an initial estimate for (Ĉ1)
di mod ni

r̂i
(but B1 does not

actually know r̂i); meanwhile, assign (ni, ei, di) to A1.
2. si inquiry: B1 generates a list L, where the elements are triples of the form (ri, C1, si),

for which the initial value is (∗, Ĉ1, ŝi), with ∗ representing an unknown component,
and A1 is permitted to query L at any time. Upon A1 querying ri, B1 computes
siri = (C1)

di modni and provides the subsequent response:

(a) If there exist items (ri, C1, si) in L, answer with si.
(b) If there exist items (∗, C1, si) in L, answer with si and replace (∗, C1, si) with

(ri, C1, si) in L.
(c) Otherwise, randomly select a number si, answer with si, and store (ri, C1, si)

in the list.

3. Decryption inquiry: When A1 asks B1 for (C1, C2), B1 responds as follows:

(a) If there is a first term in L, and the second element is C1 (the term (ri, C1, si) or
(∗, C1, si)), then {C2}si is used to answer.

(b) Otherwise, randomly select a number si, answer with
{

C2
}

si
, and store (∗, C1, si)

in L.

4. Challenge: A1 outputs message Fi0, Fi1, B1 randomly selects β ← {0, 1}, calculates
Ĉ2 = {Fiβ}ŝi , and answers A1 with (Ĉ1, Ĉ2). Continue to answer A1.

5. Guess: A1 outputs guess β1, and B1 checks L; if there exist items (r̂i, Ĉ1, ŝi), then
output r̂i.

Let G be the event: When A1 asks for ŝi (i.e., (Ĉ1)
di mod ni

r̂i
) in the simulation, ŝi appears

in L.
In the event of the aforementioned attack, if ŝi is not present in L, the entity A1 is

unable to acquire ŝi. Upholding the security considerations surrounding Ĉ2 = {Fiβ}ŝi , we
derive the following:

Pr{β1 = β|¬G} = Pr{ExpIND−CCA
UCDAC,A1

= 1|¬G} = 1/2,
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where ¬G denotes the complement event of G. In elucidating the definition of A1 in an
actual attack, we can discern that

AdνDND−CCA
UCDAC,Ai

= Pr([ExpND−CCA
UCDAC,Ai

] = 1) = ε + 1/2

Pr{ExpIND−CCA
UCDAC,A1

= 1} = Pr{ExpIND−CCA
UCDAC,A1

= 1|¬G}Pr{¬G}

+Pr{ExpIND−CCA
UCDAC,A1

= 1|G}P{G}

≤ {ExpIND−CCA
UCDAC,A1

= 1|¬G]Pr{¬G}+ Pr{G}
= 1/2Pr{¬G}+ Pr{G}
= 1/2(1− Pr{G}) + Pr{G}
= 1/2 + 1/2Pr{G}. (9)

That is,

ε =

∣∣∣∣Pr{ExpIND−CCA
UCDAC,A1

= 1} − 1
2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1
2

Pr{G}

Pr{G} ≥ 2E .

In the aforementioned simulation scenario, the appearance of r̂i within L is guaranteed
with a minimum probability of 2ε. As B1 meticulously scrutinizes the elements of L
in a stepwise fashion during step 5, the success probability of B1 aligns with Pr{G}.
Consequently, it follows that B1 effectively solves the IF problem, attaining a non-negligible
advantage of 2ε. This circumstance starkly contradicts the inherent difficulty associated
with IF. Therefore, the advantage ε attributed to an IND-CCA intruder A1 in compromising
the encryption algorithm is conclusively deemed negligible.

Case 2: A1 attacks the communication between Fr and Us.
Because EPK(·) is an IND-CCA secure public key cryptography algorithm, the advan-

tage of A1 breaking through the encryption algorithm can also be ignored.
In conclusion, the encryption algorithm in the DAC protocol is IND-CCA secure, and

the theorem is proven.

Theorem 2. In the case of the IF problem, for an A2 attack, the file encryption algorithm of this
protocol is IND-CCA secure.

Proof. From Theorem 1, it can be seen that the encryption algorithm in this protocol is
IND-CCA secure against semi-trusted KGC (A1) attacks under the IF assumption.

Moreover, A2 (semi-trusted cloud) does not know the KGC’s private key di, and A2 is
more difficult to crack F1 than A1.

Theorem 3. Let H be a random oracle; if G is a GDH group, then the signature (i.e., authorization)
in this protocol has existential unforgeability against chosen message attacks (EUF-CMA).

Proof. There are two signatures in this protocol, but their construction method is the same.
We only need to prove that their signature algorithm has existential unforgeability against
chosen message attacks. For convenience and universality, we remove the subscripts KGC
and Cl from xcl , xKGC, ycl , yKGC, Rcl , RKGC, sigcl , sigKGC and express the signature algorithm
as follows:

pk = gsk, y = gx (10)

h = H(R), sig = hsk + x (11)
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Using the method of disproportion: If there is a polynomial time intruder A3 (semi-
trusted Fr) who can attack the authorization algorithm with a non-negligible advantage ε3,
and A3 can make qH times H queries at most, then there is a simulator B3 that can solve
the CDH problem with a non-negligible advantage AdνCDH

B3
≈ ε3

eqH
.

Simulator B3 knows (g, u = ga+b, h) and takes A3 (attack signature algorithm) as a
subroutine, and its goal is to calculate ha+b.

To simplify, and without loss of generality, we assume that

1. A3 will not ask the random oracle twice;
2. If A3 requests a signature of message R, it has asked H(R) before;
3. If A3 outputs (R,sig), it has asked H(R) before.

B3 regards u = ga+b as its public key, and a + b is the secret key (B3 does not know
a + b); then, ha+b is B3’s signature for a message, which is sig = H(R) = ha+b, where
(R, sig) is forged by A3. B3 can take h as the hash value of a message RJ , but B3 does not
know which message A3 has forged, so it has to guess.

B3, in order to hide the problem (g, u = ga+b, h), chooses a random number v ∈ Zq,
with u · gv as the public key to A3. The reduction process is as follows.

1. B3 sends the generator g and the public key u · gv ∈ G of group G to A3, where the
secret key corresponding to u · gν = ga+b+ν is a + b + v. In addition, J ∈ {1, · · · , qH}
is randomly selected as a guess value; the H inquiry of A3 corresponds to the final
forged result.

2. H inquiry (at most qH times). B3 creates a list L3, the initial value is null, and the
element type is quadruple (RI , wI , cI , tI). When A3 initiates the I-th inquiry (set the
inquiry value as RI), B3 answers as follows:

(a) If there is an item corresponding to RI in L3, it will respond with wI .
(b) Otherwise, B3 randomly selects cI , tI ∈ Zq: if I = J, then wI = hgcI+tI ∈ G is

calculated; otherwise, calculate wI = gcI+tI ∈ G..

wI is used as the response to the query, and (RI , wI , cI , tI) is stored in the list.
3. Signature inquiry (at most qH times). When A3 requests authorization from message

R, let I satisfy R = RI . RI is the query value of the I-th H inquiry. B3 answers the
question as follows:

(a) If I 6= J, then there is a quadruple (RI , wI , cI , tI) in L3, and it calculates sigI =
(ugν)cI+tI to answer A3 for

sigI = (ugv)cI+tI =
(

ga+bgv
)cI+tI

= g(cI+tI)(a+b+v) = ya+b+v
I (12)

Thus, sigI is the signature of secret key a + b + v to RI .
(b) If I = J, the simulation is interrupted.

4. Output. A3 outputs (R, sig). If R 6= RJ , then B3 is interrupted; otherwise, B3 outputs
sig

hvucJ+tJ gcJ v+tJ v as ha+b for

sig = wa+b+v
J = (hgcJ+tJ )a+b+v = ha+b+vg(cJ+tJ)(a+b+v)

= ha+bhv(ga+b)(cJ+tJ)g(cJ+tJ)v = ha+bhvucJ+tJ gcJ v+tJ v
(13)

If B3’s guess is correct and A3 outputs a forgery, then B3 solves the CDH problem in
step 4).
The success of B3 is determined by the following three events:

(a) E1:B3 will not be interrupted in the signature inquiry of A3;
(b) E2:A3 generates a valid message signature pair (R, sig);
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(c) E1:E2 occurs and the subscript of the corresponding quadruple (RI , wI , cI , tI)
of R is I = J.

Pr{E1} = (1− 1
qH

)qH , Pr{[E2 | E1]} = E3, (14)

Pr{[E3 | E1E2]} = Pr{[I = J | E1E2]} =
1

qH
, (15)

AdvCDH
B3

= Pr{[E1E2E3]}
= Pr{[E1]Pr{[E2|E1]}}Pr{[E3|E1E2]}

= (1− 1
qH

)qH · ε3 ·
1

qH

≈ ε3

eqH
. (16)

B3 can solve the CDH problem with a non-negligible advantage AdνCDH
B3

≈ ε3
eqH

,
which contradicts the difficulty of the CDH problem. Therefore, the advantage ε3 of
the polynomial time intruder A3 to break the signature (authorization) algorithm is
negligible, and the theorem is proven.

4.3. Scyther-Based Validation

We use the formal method, namely the Scyther platform, to simulate the proposed
solution. The access control (AC) of the proposed DAC is executed through the Security
Protocol Description Language (SPDL), similar to [32]. Three core roles, namely SR and
CR for users and cloud servers, are described in the SPDL script. Scyther verifies all the
claims as shown in Table 4. In addition, Scyther validates manual claims such as the claim
of the user role (SR, Secret, SE) and the claim of the cloud server role (CR, Secret, SE).
Furthermore, Scyther verifies the automatically generated user role claims, namely claim
(SR, Alive), claim (SR, Niagree), and claim (SR, Nisynch). In the same way, Scyther verifies
the claims made for the cloud server role, namely claim (CR, Secret, SE), claim (CR, Alive),
claim (CR, Niagree), and claim (CR, Nisynch).

Table 4. Results generated using Scyther.

Claims For User/Smart U_j/SR Attack Status

Claim-a claim (SR, Secret, SKe) No attack found
Claim-b claim (SR, Alive) No attack found
Claim-c claim (SR, Niagree) No attack found
Claim-d claim (SR, Nisynch) No attack found

Claims For Cloud Server (CR) Attack Status

Claim-a claim (CR, Secret, SKe) No attack found
Claim-b claim (CR, Alive) No attack found
Claim-c claim (CR, Niagree) No attack found
Claim-d claim (CR, Nisynch) No attack found

5. Analytical Results
5.1. Security Comparison

In this section, we conduct an assessment of the proposed DAC mechanism with
a focus on its security features. Our evaluation encompasses the security frameworks
introduced by Haleh, Li, Tiwari, Zahid, and Tanveer. The accompanying Table 5 delineates
the security attributes offered by DAC in comparison to other relevant security frameworks.
Notably, Haleh’s security framework exhibits a limitation in ensuring user anonymity
during the authentication phase. Tiwari’s framework, on the other hand, falls short in
preventing server/user impersonation attacks. In contrast, DAC not only furnishes a robust
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mechanism for the authentication of users and cognitive radios (CRs) but also ensures the
establishment of a secure session key. Furthermore, DAC delivers a secure protocol for
both the sharing and uploading of data.

Table 5. Comparison of security features.

Framework Sec1 1 Sec2 2 Sec3 3 Sec4 4 Sec5 5

Haleh [33] 5 3 3 3 3
Li [34] 3 3 3 3 3
Tiwari [35] 3 5 5 3 3
Zahid [36] 3 3 3 3 3
Tanveer [32] 3 3 3 3 3
The proposed 3 3 3 3 3

1 Anonymity/untraceability. 2 User impersonation. 3 Server impersonation attack. 4 Data uploading/storage
phase. 5 Data sharing phase. 3 Feature is available and supported. 5 Feature is not supported.

5.2. Performance Evaluation

We simulated the protocol using two servers as the cloud storage and key generation
center, deployed in a university, and using two laptops as users and friends, deployed in
two different families. Among them, the configuration of the cloud server is as follows:
16-core CPU, 64 GB memory, 8 TB storage. The performance parameters for the key manager
server KM are as follows: 32-core CPU, 128 GB memory, 1 TB storage, IP is 59.69.208.202.
The hardware configurations of these two laptops are as follows: Intel Core i3-4030U
processor, 4 GB memory, mechanical hard disk, US and Fr’s home network bandwidth
is 15 M. This program selects files of 0.1 MB, 0.5 MB, 1 MB, 10 MB, 50 MB, 100 MB,
500 MB for uploading and downloading. Figures 3 and 4 are the simulation diagrams
created by MATLAB.

Figure 3. Operation time cost of user file upload phase.
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Figure 4. Operation time cost of friend file download phase.

As can be seen from Figure 3, in the user file upload stage, with the increase in the
file size, the file transmission time is increasing, but the key transmission and encryption
operation time is almost always below 0.5 s, which remains unchanged or changes little.
As can be seen from Figure 4, in the friend file download stage, with the increase in the
file size, the file transfer time is increasing, so that the last time is more than 30 s, but
the generation authorization time, verification authorization time, key transfer time, and
decryption operation time are almost always less than 0.5 s, which remains unchanged or
changes little.From Figures 3 and 4, it can be seen that there are slight differences in the
file transfer time, key transfer time, and encryption operation time between the user file
upload stage and the user download stage at the same file size.

The simulation results show that the time cost of the protocol is very small (such as gen-
eration authorization, verification authorization, key transmission, encryption/decryption
operation), and it changes little with the increase in the files. The main time cost of this
protocol is the file transmission time (that is, the time cost of the existing cloud storage
applications), which is compared with the existing cloud storage applications, and the user
experience is similar.

We have conducted a comparative analysis of the DAC methodology with the schemes
delineated in [7,9,11]. This comparison hinges on the time intervals required for both
the file upload and file download phases. The results presented in Table 6 underscore
the superiority of the DAC protocol over other schemes in both the file upload and file
download phases. In Table 6, “UL” signifies the upload phase, “DL” designates the
download phase, and the temporal unit is seconds.

DAC is an improved protocol based on the introduction of a semi-trusted KGC
to existing cloud storage applications (such as cloud disks). Compared with the exist-
ing cloud storage applications, it adds some cryptographic operations, which can more
safely realize the access control of users to their files, thus improving the security of the
protocol. Therefore, this protocol has good theoretical and application value and can
provide a meaningful reference for the upgrade of the current and most popular cloud
storage services.
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Table 6. Comparison of turnaround times.

File Size (MB)
[14] [15] [18] DAC

UL DL UL DL UL DL UL DL

0.1 1.48 1.15 1.4 0.99 0.80 0.80 0.53 0.55

0.5 1.89 1.31 1.48 1.03 0.94 0.96 0.74 0.82

1 2.90 1.85 2.06 1.48 1.24 1.18 1.10 1.17

10 14.59 10.45 14.95 9.90 6.43 6.48 5.37 5.61

50 60.37 35.90 58.56 35.57 9.01 10.24 7.69 8.53

100 155.15 61.59 112.41 59.14 17.37 20.68 14.03 17.53

500 872.09 400.21 492.03 229.81 33.24 39.25 30.35 33.11

6. Conclusions

We introduce the DAC protocol as an innovative cloud storage security solution
tailored to group data. This protocol not only ensures data confidentiality but also facilitates
secure data sharing and incorporates an array of comprehensive access control features.
Moreover, the protocol innovatively incorporates a semi-trusted third party to effectively
mitigate security threats stemming from the key generation center. Notably, we conducted
a rigorous security analysis of the protocol and assessed its performance by evaluating
the time consumption for file upload and download operations. The outcomes of these
evaluations affirm the applicability of the DAC protocol in the realm of cloud computing,
particularly in the context of safeguarding users’ private data storage, demonstrating its
strong practicality and operational efficiency. In subsequent developments, our goals center
around enhancing the protocol’s efficiency with regard to communication, computing, and
storage costs, all while upholding an unaltered standard of security.
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